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For release January 1, 2014: 
 

 

RADIO AMATEURS PLANING A MAJOR EXPEDITION TO 

HEARD ISLAND 
 

Expedition team will bring the remote Antarctic island on the air for the first time 

since 1997 as part of a major scientific expedition  

 
Walnut Creek, CA ––In early 2016, a group of experienced radio amateurs will land on Heard Island, a 

remote Australian territory in the south Indian Ocean, and begin radio operations from one of the most 

isolated locations on the planet. Part of a scientific team of 35, they will set up several complete stations 

and begin to man them around the clock, making thousands of contacts with individual radio operators 

around the world, using the callsign VKØEK. Logging at rates of several thousand contacts per day, by 

the time they finish, they will have logged more than a hundred thousand contacts with tens of 

thousands of individual radio amateurs who are eager to confirm a contact with this exceedingly rare 

location.  

The central goal of the DXpedition is to log contacts with as many different radio amateurs as possible. 

For probably 25,000 avid amateur radio operators, this will be the first, and only, contact they will have 

with this remote outpost. Almost all the contacts will require radio signals to travel more than 5000 

miles, and for amateurs in North America, it will mean travelling essentially half the way around the 

Earth. This feat requires the radio signals to bounce back and forth between the Earth and the 

ionosphere as many as ten times. The right equipment and detailed understanding of the propagation of 

the radio waves are crucial to successfully making the two-way contacts. Previous experience will be the 

team’s most powerful tool, and they have a lot of it. 

To reach Heard Island, the group will assemble in Cape Town, South Africa and board the Belgian vessel 

Cmdr. Fourcault for the 10-day voyage to the island. Once onsite, a helicopter will lift them and their 

equipment onto the island, and then stand by for the 30-day stay. The vessel and helicopter will 

transport the team among different locations on this 20-mile-long island, and provide supplies and 

emergency response, if necessary. 

Radio operation from Heard Island is extremely rare. The first such operations occurred during the 1947-

55 expedition by the Australian government, but not until 1983 was there a major amateur radio 

DXpedition. The most recent such operation was carried out in 1997. Since then, no radio group has 

been able to reach Heard Island, due principally to the skyrocketing cost of transportation. 

“We’re virtually guaranteed to set some records for radio operations,” says Schmieder. “At the time of 

activation, Heard Island will be almost the most-wanted contact in the politically-accessible world. There 

are probably 100,000 radio operators around the world who will attempt to make a confirmed contact. 

Our goal is log a contact with as many of these stations as possible, giving preference to operators who 

do not yet have any confirmed contact with Heard Island.”  
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The team will provide real-time news and images of the expedition to the outside world using a link 

through a communications satellite to the internet. A system called DXA, developed by this group in 

2005 and used on several previous DXpeditions, will automatically update a website that shows 

graphically the locations of individual team members, the local conditions, and the radio operations over 

the previous minute.  

The team will also include a group of scientists who will search for unknown life forms. Because Heard 

Island is so isolated and so seldom visited, they expect to identify numerous previously unknown 

species. They also plan to carry out the first summiting of the 9000-ft. volcano Big Ben since 2000, and 

the first-ever traverse (ascending on one side and descending on the other). Due to frequent eruptions, 

the summit has changed significantly since the last climbers were there, so they will be seeing landforms 

that are new and unknown. Among other observations, they will search for colonies of life supported by 

the heat of the volcano. The theme of the expedition is “Discovering Life in the Extremes.” 

For Dr. Schmieder, the expedition will be a return to Heard Island: In 1997, he led the group of 20 on a 

three-week stay that set world records for radio operations. He is the founder (in 1977) of a nonprofit 

research group called Cordell Expeditions. Over the years, the group has carried out more than a dozen 

major expeditions to other remote islands, including Peter I Island (Antarctica), Easter Island, San Felix 

Island (Chile), Kure Atoll (Central Pacific), and Clipperton Island (Eastern Pacific). Among the 

accomplishments of the group are the establishment of the Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuary and 

the discovery more than a thousand new species and new observational records. Schmieder has 

published seven books from the expeditions, and has more in progress. 

The team will be international, including members from six continents. The radio operators will be 

among the best in the world. The Advisory Board for the project includes physics Nobel-prize winner 

Joseph Taylor and Alan Nichols, President of the Explorers Club. Honorary Expedition Leader is Jean-

Michel Cousteau. The expedition will be financed privately by the participants, academic institutions, 

and a variety of sponsors. The total budget is $1.5 million, of which the majority is the cost of chartering 

the vessel. The balance will be used for shelters and equipment, food and fuel, shipping and storage, 

fees and insurance. 

For more information, please see the following websites: 

http://www.heardisland.org 
http://www.cordell.org 
 
Contact: 
 
Dr. Robert W. Schmieder 
Cordell Expeditions 
schmieder@cordell.org 
(925) 934-3735 (phone and fax) 
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